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Note:
1- All the questions are compulsory.
2. Figure to write indicates maximum marks.
(QI.A.)Read the first activity, read the extract and then do all activities 

:(12marks)
A:1) complete

Select the correct alternative and complete the following sentences.. (1)The 
Himatevs symbolises 
symbolised

(2)

(a) Maharashtra., (b) Delhi (c) India (2) The Sahyadri 
(a) India (b) Ratnagiri (c) Maharashtra

On this historic moment, I stand here to thank Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru. India’s 
present epoch maker has come over here to bless the state of Maharashtra which is 
definitely going to last forever .On behalf of thousands of common people, I express 
my deep sense of gratitude to him for blessing us .We Maharashrians love him 
.worship him and once again ,l wish to declare that this state of Maharashtra , 
recently formed will work for the betterment of common people of Maharashtra.but if 
it comes to sacrifice whatever best and grand we have ,it will be done primarily for 
India.This is so,because we belive from the beginning ,that Mahatashtra depends on 
India ;lts gteatness depends on greatness on India .All Maharashtrian believe that 
both India and Maharashtra can progress only when there is oneness of interest 
,And , therefore,! have made this clear by bringing to your notice the significance of 
certain symbols,for example .The the Himalaya stand for India and the sahyadri for 
Maharashtra The snowy Himalayas with the highest mountain rangers symbolize 
India and the the sahyadri with the blacklist rock structure and with 200 to 300 inches 
rainfall symbolize Maharashtra . I promise you that if the Himalayas are in jeopardy, 
the sahyadri of Maharashtra will use its back rock structure like a shield to protect 
the Himalayas. 'Hard labour* is the watchword of our times. And Pandit ji you have 
given us the message of building Maharashtra and our nation by hard labour we are 
going to inscribe this valuable message on our minds and try our best to look and 
your blessings and your guidance, is the blessings and guidance of of an epoch 
maker..
A2. Give reasons:
(1) Maharashtrian’s believe in oneness of interest because...............
(2) The speaker says that the sacrifice will be done primarily for India because.

A3: True or false:
Rewrite the following statements stating against them whether they are true or false

(1) Pandit ji gave the message of of building only state of Maharashtra.
(2) The speaker is an epoch maker.
(3) The occasion mentioned in this extract is the inaugural ceremony of the state of 
Maharashtra.
(4) Maharashtrian people love Pandit Nehru.

A4). Vocabulary.
Find out the words / phrases which mean:

(2)

(3)

(2)

1



(1)Feeling of being thankful..(2) represents (3) Indanger (4) memorable event or 
date.
A5) personal response.

“Maharashtra depends or» India". Explain.
A6) Grammar....
Do as directed:.
(1) The sahyadri of Maharashtra will use its beck rock structure like a shield to 

protect the Himalayas( rewrite 55 a compound sentence)
(2) We believe from the beginning that Maharashtra deperiuS OP India (identify the 

main clause state the type of subordinate clause...
1B... Grammar.
(1) There was.........Book launch and....... Interactive session with India's mission

Mars dr$?m team at the Indian national science academy. (Fill in the blanks with 
appropriate articles)
(2) We went swimming.........the cold water..(use preposition to fill the blank)

His friend said to him/' please wait here for me till I return".( Change into indirect 
narration)
Q.2.Note Making:
Read the following extract carefully and complete the table given below In our 
planet we have wonderful trees .one of the giant trees of the world is the Sherman 
tree. It is found in the national park of California. It towers more than 83.8 metres and 
has a trunk of about 11 metres wide. It probably dates before 200 B.C. the thickest 
tree trunk is that of a Monty Zuma bald Cypress. It grows in Mexico. Is diameter 
exceeds 12 metres. The Baobab tree of Africa is one of the most useful trees. It has 
a huge trunk, which people hollow out to store water to lie in. They eat the trees 
leaves, fruits and seeds. The Ombu tree of Argentina is one of the hardest trees. It 
can only with little water can survive insect attacks, violent storms and intense heat 
the largest tree in the world is the great chest nut tree.lt grows at the foot of 
mountain Etna.. The circumference of tree is 230 feet. The Japanese are experts in 
developing dwarf trees. There is sin 80 year old Maple tree which is only 20 inches 
high. Trees enrich our lives in countless surprising ways. We have to love the plants 
and trees and help them grow.

(2)

(2)

(3)

(3marks)
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Q 2 .. Poetry .... Read the given extract and do the activities that follow. 
(8marks)
Old women do not fly on magic wands 
nor make obscure prophecies 
From Omninou forest.
They just sit on vacant Park benches 
In the quiet evenings,
Call doves by their names 
And charm them with grains of maize, 
or, trembling like waves 
Destined in endless quesues in 
Government hospitals.
Or settle like sterile clouds 
In post offices awaiting mail 
From their sons abroad,
Long ago dead..

A 1... Complete the web:.

(2marks)A2) poetic devices:

Pick out and explain two examples of simile from the extract..

A3) personal response:
(2) Why, do you think, do the old women stand in the queues in government 
hospitals?.

A4) poetic creativity:

Write two lines of your own to continue the following lines: They just sit on vacant 
Park benches In the quiet evenings................................

(2)

. Q3) ..Rapid Reading ..

Read the following extract and do the activities that follow:. (4 marks)

It was the last I ever saw of her. My brother and l were transported in a cattle car to 
Germany. We arrived at a Buchenwald concentration camp one night weeks later 
and were led into a crowded barrack. The next day, we were issued uniforms and 
identification numbers. "Don't call me Herman anymore."! said to my brother." Call 
me "9 4983". ! was put to work in the camps crematorium, loading the dead in to a 
hand cranked elevator. I, too, felt dead, hardened, I had become a number. Soon my 
brother and I were sent to Schlieben , one of of Buchenwald's Sub camps near 
Berlin.. One morning I thought I heard my mother's voice. "Son," she said softly but



clearly; Ml am going to send you an angel". Then I woke up. Just a dream. A beautiful 
dream. *3<Jt in this place there could be no angels. There was only work. And hunger 
.And fear.. .

A1) Name the following.
(1) The concentration camp where the brothers were taken.
(2) The sub -camp brother brothers were later taken.
(S'The number 94 983 was given to him..
(4) They tyere transported in a cattle car to Germany.

A2) extend the extract by adding one or two imaginative paragraph on your 
own

(2)

(2)

3B)... Read the following extract and do the activities that follows:. (4 marks)

Yes, there was a skeleton in the cupboard, and although I never saw it, I played 
small part in the events, that followed its Discovery, I was 15 that year and I was 
back in my boarding schools in Shimla after spending the law long winter holidays in 
Dehradun .My mother was still managing the the old Green’s hotel In Dehra-hotel 
that was soon to disappear and become part of Dehra,s unrecorded history. It was 
called Greens not because it purported to the spread of any greenery (it's neglected 
garden was choked with lantana). But because it had been started by an English 
man, Mr green ,back in 1920, just after the Green war had ended in Europe .Mr 
green had died at the outset of the second world war.He had just sold the hotel 
and was on his way back to England when the ship on which he was travelling was 
torpedoed by a German submarine. Mr green went down with the ship. The hotel 
had already been in decline and the new owner a Sikh businessman from Ludhiana 
had done his best to keep it going, but post war and post independence Dehra was 
going through a lean period ,my father's motor workshop was also going through a 
lean period , a crisis ,in fact- and my mother was glad to take the job of running the 
small hotel while he took his job in Delhi.

A1.. Write whether the following statements are true or false, correct the false 
statement:

(1) The narrator had spent his Winter holidays in Shimla.
(2) The hotel was called Green's because of the greenery around it.
(3) The writer's mother was managing Greens

(4) Mr green died at the beginning of world war 11..

(2)

A2) write the gist of the above extract.. 
Q4.1) Formal letter....

(2)
(4 marks)

You want a bonafide certificate for the opening of saving account in the Bank of India 
for scholarship purpose. Write a letter of application to the principal requesting 
him/her to issue you the same.

(2). Information transfer (4 marks)

Look at the following web chart and write a short paragraph based on it in about 120 
words suggest a suitable title.

b^
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(3) Interview questions (4 marks)

Imagine that you are going to interview the topper of the HSC board at the recent 
examinations Frame a set of 8 to 10 questions for the interview you may take help of 
the following points .. percentage- teachers and parents help_ study pattern 
difficulties and planning of career..

(4). Appeal writing (4 marks)

Prepare an appeal to make the general public aware of the need for eye donation. 
Make use of the following points.

(1) Prepare an attractive slogan

(2) Make a persuasive appeal

(3) Mention the importance of eye donation Add your own ideas

The End ...

All the best
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X.

Subject: Philosophy 

First Terminal 

Nov-2019

Marks: 50
Std: Xllth Arts

Time: 2,/2
Note: (1) Ail questions are compulsory.

(2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.
(3) Answer to every question must he started on a separate page.

[16]Q. 1. (A) Fill in the blanks using appropriate words from those given
in the brackets : (6)

is the non-existence of a thing before its(1)
production.
(Pragabhava / Atyan tabhava)

_____ does not discriminate between Jiva and Atma.
(Vedant / Jain)
_____ evils are due to the misuse of human free will.

(Natural / Moral)

(4) Knowledge is a set of_____ .
(sentences / statements) *

(5) Spinoza is_____ philosopher.
(an Empiricist / a Rationalist)

____liberates us from dogmas and prejudices.
(Science / Philosophy)

(2)

(3)

(6)

(B) Match the following words from group A and B : 

Group ‘A’

(a) George Berkeley

(b) Earth (Prithvi)

(c) Bouddha

(d) The teleological 

argument

(4)

Group CB’

(1) The Master Architect

(2) Existence is perception

(3) Taste

. (4) Rupaskandha

(5) Smell

(6) Rationalism
P.T.O.



(6)(C) State whether the following statements are True or False :

(1) It is easy to define the term ‘philosophy’.

(2) Inference is a source of direct knowledge.

(3) Vaisheshikas accept eight ‘padarthas’.

(4) Charvaka rejected the concept of heaven and hell.

(5) According to moral argument, ‘God is the master 

architect’.

(6) Spinoza'is an exponent of‘pantheism’.

(8) [12] .(A) Distinguish between (Any TWO):

(1) Philosophy and Science

(2) Empiricism and Rationalism

(3) Empirical Self and Transcendental Self

Q. 2.

(B) Give philosophical terms used for the following 

(Any FOUR):

(1) That which binds or glues a society together.

(2) A set of statements.

(3) Empty space in which atoms move.

(4) The theory which believes that God is the source of 

moral ideals.

(5) Self — It is beyond experience.

(6) The theory which believes that God is immanent in the 

world.

i)u 3. Answer the following questions (Any TWO)

(!) Explain t{ie pragmatic theory of truth.

(2) Explain thOnatmavada’ ofBouddha.

(3) Explain ‘dravya’ substance of Vaisheshika in detail.

(4)

im

Q 4. What are the types of knowledge? Explain in detail inference as 

a source of knowledge.
112J

OR

Explain in brief the nature of God and discuss cosmological 
argyment.



Subject: Logic 

First Terminal

Nov-2019

Marks: 50
Std: Xllth Arts Time: 2m
Note: (i) All questions arc compulsory.

(2) Figures to the right indicate full marks.

(3) Write answers of all questions on new pages.

Q. 1. (A) Fill in the blanks using suitable words / terms from those, 
given in the brackets :
(1) \A proposition is converted into 

[A/IJ

M'4)
(7)

proposition.

is a predicate constant.(2)
" [ M / x ]

is based on the principle of Reductic-Ad-(3)
Absurdum.

[ Direct proof / Indirect proof]

____ can be repeated.
[ Experiment / Observation ]

___ is the formal ground of induction. 

[ Causation / Observation ]

(4)

(5)

(6) ‘O’ proposition is a proposition. 
.{Universal Negative/Existential Negative ]

Quantifier.
[Universal / Existential']

(B) State whether the following statements are True or False :

(1) By De Morgan's law ~ (p • q) s (~ p v ~ q).

(2) Shortei-trulh-table method is a procedure of decision.

(3) (Bx) is a universal quantifier. /

(4) 4Tx' is a proposition.

(7) (x) is a

0)

P.TvO.



(5) Contradictory statements cannot be true together.

(6) ‘Newton is not a philosopher’ is a singular staten.en

(7) In mal-observation the observer ignores the relevant 
facts.

' Q. 2. (A) Use the method of Indirect Proof to verify that the blowing 

statements are tautologies (Any ONE) •

(1) (AB)dA

(2) Dv(DdE) , k
(B) Use the method of Indirect Proof to prove the vaJ

of the following arguments (Any TWO):

■ (1) 0) LdM
(ii) Lv(TM)

[131
(3)

(4)

/.-.M

(2) (i) ~QdR QvR

(3) (i) AdB
(ii) B 3 ~ C

(iii) A T

(C) Using shorter truth-table method, state whether the following 

statement forms are tautologous or not (Any TWO ):

(1) (p-q)v(-p — q)

(2) (poq)-(psq)

(3) [(p3-q)p]3-q

/- C

(6)

Q. 3. (A) Answer the following questions (Any ONE):

(1) What is the nature of ‘A’ proposition? Explain with 

example and Euler’s diagram.

(2) What is Conversion? Explain the rules of Conversion.

(B) Give Converse and Obverse of the following statements 

(Any TWO):

(1) Some students are hardworking.

(2) No lemon is sweet.

(3) Some swans are not white.

(4) All grapes are fruits.

(3) [13]

(4)

PT.O.



(C) Give opposition of the following propositions as per the 

suggestions given below (Any THREE):

(1) All girls are honest.

(Contrary and Sub-altern)

(2) No rats are poisonous.

(Contrary and Contradictory)

(6)

(3) Some students are clever.

(Sub-contraryand Sub-id tern)

(4) Some fruits are not sweet.

(Sub-contrary and Contradictory)

(5) All snakes are poisonous.

(Contrary and Contradictory)

Symbolise the following propositions with the help of 

*j the symbols given in the brackets using appropriate 

quantifiers and propositional functions (Any FOUR):

(! ) All lemons are sour.

(Lx — x is a lemon |

[ Sx — x is sour |

(2) Some men are not kind.

[ Mx — x is a man )

[ Kx —x is kind J
(3) Some recipes are complicated.

[ Rx — x is a recipe]

[ Cx — x is complicated ]

(4) No parrot is blue.

[ Px — x is a parrot ]

[ Bx — x is blue ]

(5) There are no unicorns.

[ Ux — x is unicorn ]

(4)

P.T.O.



(B) Construct formal proofs of validity for the following 

arguments involving quantifiers (Any TWO);

(1) (i) (x)(Mx z>Sx)

' (ii) Ma-Ta

(2) (i) (xHQxdKx)

(ii) (3x)(QxSx)

(3) (i) (x)(AxdBx)

(ii) (x)(Hxz>Ax)

(iii) (x)(Bxr)Fx)

(6)

/V.Sa-Ta

(3x)(KxSx)

/.■;(x)(HxdFx)
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First Terminal

Subject: History 

Std: XII Arts

Maries: 50

Time: 2m

(6)Q.l.A. Fill in "the blanket.

1) Numismatic society of Indian was established in 
(1945,1910,1989,1856)

_ for the study of coins.

2\ The concept of amphitheatre was firstly implemented by 
(Romans, Greeks, Chinese, Indians)

3) The famous kailas temple is situated at 
(Kanheri, Ajanta, Ellora, Osmanabad)

4) Television rightly is a
(Magic, astonishment, Treasure, Surprise)

of entertainment.

5) Paper was invented in ________ .
(Japan, china, Germany, England)

6) Stone Epigraphs are important as________.
(Political views, Industrial view, Historical Views, Medical views)

Q.l.B. Match the following pairs "A7 and B suitably. (6)

BA

a) Pandharpur
b) Greek goddess
c) sun temple
d) sindhudurg 

e) visual
F) Audio

E) Head of Archaeology department

1. Musess
2. 5>ea castle
3. Akashwani
4. Religious place
5. Konark
6. Sir John Marshal

(6)Q.l.C. Answer the following in one sentence.

1. How many coins were there in karls kolshek’s museum at Vienna?
2. Which museum was established in Oxford University?
3. What is chaitya Gruha?
4. Who invented movie camera?
5. In which century did islamic architecture begin in india?
6. Who invented the printing press.

Q.2. Write short notes.

1. Types of mass media.
2. Nature of films.

(8)(Any 2)



3. ’Roman Architecture.

Q.3. Give reasons.

'.L. Man created places for living.
2. Printing motivated economic, social and cultural development.
3. Significance of museums.

Q.4. Answer the following in 40 to 50 words.

1. State the importance of numismatics.
2. Explain the characteristics of tourism.
3. How is history applied to Television.

Q.5. Answer any one in detail.

1. What is the necessity of conservation of museums.
2. State the information about forts.

(Any 2) (8)

(Any 2) (8)

(8)
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TERMINAL EXAM NOV 2019-20

TIME:-XHR 30 MINS 
MARKS:-50

SYJC ARTS 
SUB:- SOCIOLOGY

:===S5SS

Ql) A. Fill in the blanks: - (06)

is the ultimate aim of life in the Hindu religion.1.

a) dharma b) moksha

2. Kulkarni watans were abolished by

a) Shahu Maharaj b) Mahatma Phule

3. Muslim marriage is a

a) contract b) sacrament

4. There is authority of eldest male member in family.

a) patriarchal b) matriarchal

5. The Prohibition of Sati Act was enacted in the year

a) 1929 b)1829

_ National Integration Committee was established in 1961.6. Under the chairmanship of

a) Pandit Nehru b) Indira Gandhi

(06)B) Match the column: -

1. Class 1921

Dr Sampurnanand2. Year of 'Great Divide'

Achieved status3. Dr Ambedkar

Mock nayak4. Emotional integration

Suicide of the farmers5. Dowry Prohibition Act

6. Indebtedness 1961

(06)C) Answer in one senten ce each

1. What is the number of states in India at present?

2. What do you mean by region endogamy?

3. What is the meaning of population explosion?

Pgl.s



What do you understand by polyandry?

5. Give any two measures to promote national integration.

6. Who established the 'Bal Hatya Pratibhandhak Griha'. 

Q2) Write short notes on (any 2)

1. Unity in diversity.

(08)

2. Brahmo Samaj.

3. Impact of Islam.

Q3) Distinguish between (any2)

1. Arya Samaj and Satyashodhak Samaj.

2. Communalism and Casteism

(08)

3. Tribal community and Rural community. 

Q4) Give reason- - (any2)

1. Gender inequality is still seen in India.

(08)

2. The institution of marriage is undergoing changes.

3. India is a secular state.

Q5) Answer in detail any 1 of the following.

1. Explain the social problems of urban community and suggest measures to solve them.

(08)

OR

2. What are the causes of farmers suicide? Suggest suitable measures to solve their problems.

******************



TERMINAL EXAM NOVEMBER 2019-20
CLASS: S.Y.J.C ECONOMICS TIME: 2 V% HRS

MARKS: 50

Q1 A) Fill in the blanks with appropriate alternative given in the brackets.

1) Micro Economics is also called as______________.
(Income theory/Price theory /growth theory/employment theory)

2) Perfectly elastic demand curve is_____________.
(horizontal to ox axis/horizontal to oy axis/flatter/steeper)

3) The price at which demand and supply equate to each other is called___
(general/eq uili brium/short run/reserve)

4) National Income is_________
(stock/Enal/intermediate/flow)

(4)

price.

concept.

B) State whether the following statements are True or False.

1) Quantity demanded varies directly with price.

2) , Price discrimination is possible under monopoly market.

"3) Labour and labourer are inseparable.

4) Old age pension is transfer income.

C) Match the column:

Column A

1) Labour Supply curve
2) Point of Satiety
3) Homogeneous Product
4) Unemployment allowance

(4)

(4)

Column B

a) Transfer payment
b) Monopoly competition
c) Backward sloping
d) Maximum Total Utitlity
e) Perfect competition

(6)Q2A) Distinguish between any three.

1) Total utility and Marginal utility
2) Extension of supply and contraction of supply.
3) Perfect competition and pure competition.
4) Fixed capital and variable capital.
5) Gross national product and Gross domestic product.

(QB) Define or Explain the following concepts.(ANY 3)

1 ) Possession Utility 

3) Stock 

5) Variable capital

2) Equilibrium price 

4) Derived demand 

6) Disposable income



(8)Q3) Answer in brief for any two.

1) Explain the factors affecting demand.
2) What are the feature of capital.
3) What are the types of Elasticity of demand.
4) Explain the income method of measuring National Income.

(10)Q4) Write short notes for any two.

3) Feature of Micro Economics.
2) Geometric method of measuring price elasticity of demend.
3) Lobour supply curve.
4) Features of perfect competition.

Q5) Answer in detail for any one.

1) State and explain the law of supply. What are the assumption of the the law.
2) What is perfect competition? Explain price determination under perfect competition.

(8)

ALL THE BEST


